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Abstract. We analyze the relationship between dynamics to stock prices and jet fuel 
prices, conditional on financial and company-specific variables, in the airline sector. In 
particular, our contribution to the literature is in the comparison between regular and 
low-cost airline companies. We run a set of fixed-effect regressions where the depend-
ent variable, the stock daily return of the airline company (observed between 2008 and 
2014) is regressed over three sets of explanatory variables (financial, company-specific 
and time variables). While large and small companies provide similar results, we find 
that the company price return – among different variables – correlates only with the jet 
fuel return and the stock market return. Our work also suggests that there is a difference 
between regular and low-cost companies. We speculate that this possibly arises because 
low-cost companies stock-pile in a more efficient way, which depends less on current jet 
fuel price. Our evidence then sheds light on the efficiency of the low-cost model and may 
suggest to export part of its practice among regular airline companies.

Keywords: jet fuel price volatility, low-cost airlines, market value, airline sector, risk 
management, stock price.
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Introduction

Crude oil is a basic commodity for many companies, and represents a significant frac-
tion of their total spend. For this reason, the variability of crude oil prices is a key issue 
for the management and planning of organizations.
The goal of this paper is to better understand how oil price variations may affect the 
organization’s balance sheet in one sector that is vulnerable to the dynamics of oil 
prices. We chose the airline industry because it is particularly exposed to prices of jet 
fuel, which is one of its main inputs. In particular, we look at the correlation between 
oil prices and market values of companies. We are interested in learning whether there 
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is a negative correlation between company values and jet fuel prices and, in particular, 
how and why this correlation may vary among low-cost companies or among regular 
companies. We aim at providing managers with practical directions about how oil price 
movements can differently affect regular companies or low-cost companies, which may 
have different procurement strategies and risk capacity. 
Other works in the literature already study the relation between company values and oil 
prices (see, e.g., Faff, Brailsford 1999; Carter et al. 2006; Nandha et al. 2013). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, with Lu et al. (2012) we are the first to focus on the 
distinction between low-cost and regular companies in the airline sector.
We focused our analysis on the US airline industry, which can assure a larger number 
of observations and generalizable results. In particular, we analyzed the eight airline 
companies currently listed in the US market. In fact, the major worldwide players oper-
ate there, and the low-cost sector is established in this area since many years. For each 
company we have information on daily value returns, size and other balance-sheet data 
for a period ranging between 2008 and 2014. The analysis is then performed by means 
of fixed-effect panel regressions on US airline stock price daily returns; our analysis 
investigates how company market returns are correlated with the general stock market 
index and jet fuel market returns. Considering both regular and low-cost companies, and 
searching for potential differences across them, should indicate what other factors – like 
management strategies – may influence the correlation between company returns and 
fuel price dynamics. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a review of the 
literature on the connection between oil price movements and macro-economic and 
company-specific performance, and sets our research hypotheses. Section 2 describes 
the data, while Section 3 shows the model, results and our interpretation, and Section 
4 reports managerial implications. A final section concludes the paper by discussing 
limitations and future extensions of this work.

1. Related literature: oil price variations

1.1. Effects on financial performance
Recent crude-oil price movements – close to record levels (see Figure 1 below) – as well 
as dynamics in the oil production and frequent cases of supply disruptions confirm that 
oil price risk represents a key issue for organizations and governments (see BP 2014).
The relationships between oil-price variations and financial and economic variables 
have been largely described in the literature (see Table 1): authors have examined how 
oil-price shocks affect economic performance (Cunado, Perez de Gracia 2003), business 
cycle dynamics (Rogoff 2006), inflation and recessions (Kim, Loungani 1992; O’Neill 
et al. 2008), exchange rates (Chen, S. S., Chen, H. C. 2007), and economic growth 
(Cologni, Manera 2008).
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Table 1. Relationships between oil-price variations, financial and economic variables

Oil-price shocks affect Studies in the literature Studies on airline 
companies

Economic performance Cunado and Perez de Gracia (2003); 
Jimenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez (2005)

Gal-Or (2011); Hoffer 
et al. (1996)

Business cycle dynamics Rogoff (2006)

Inflation and recessions Kim and Loungani (1992)

Exchange rates Chen and Chen (2007); Chang et al. (2013)

Stock price returns Sadorsky (2001) Nandha et al. (2013)

Economic growth Cologni and Manera (2008)

Country-based studies Park and Ratti (2007) for USA and Europe; 
O’Neill et al. (2008) for major developed 
countries; Arouri and Rault (2012) for Gulf 
Cooperation Council Countries; Kumar 
(2014) for India; El-Sherif et al. (2005) 
for UK; Camarero and Tamarit (2002) for 
Spain; Cong et al. (2008) for China

Carter et al. (2006), 
Turner and Lim (2015) 
for USA; Avenali et al. 
(2015) for Europe

Recently, the literature has examined the impact of oil prices on the stock market and 
exchange rates, using data from either single countries or multiple countries. For ex-
ample, Park and Ratti (2007) analyze these dynamics in the US and Europe; O’Neill 
et al. (2008) focus on the so-called major developed countries, and Arouri and Rault 
(2012) on the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries. 
The study conducted by Park and Ratti (2007) in a period between 1986 and 2005 shows 
that oil price shocks account for a statistically significant 6% of the volatility in real 

Fig. 1. Crude oil price dynamics  
Source: www.nasdaq.com

Analysis timeframe
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stock returns. For many European countries, but not for the US, increased volatility of 
oil prices significantly depresses real stock returns. The contribution of oil price shocks 
to the variability in real stock returns in the US and most other countries is actually 
greater than that of interest rates.
Going ahead, O’Neill et al. (2008) examine, among other things, whether the recent in-
crease in world oil prices has affected stock market returns focusing in the major OECD 
countries between 2003 and 2006. They find that the impact of higher oil prices on stock 
market returns differs among countries. While higher oil prices are found to adversely 
affect stock market returns in the US, the UK and France, the effects are positive in 
Canada and Australia as these countries are large exporters of energy resources. O’Neill 
et al. (2008) also stress that the situation is complicated by the ability of organizations 
to pass on the cost increases to consumers or by the extent to which companies hedge 
against oil price risk.
Other authors have focused on single countries like – for example – India (see Kumar 
2014), the UK (El-Sherif et al. 2005), Spain (Camarero, Tamarit 2002), or China (Cong 
et al. 2008). For instance Kumar (2014) supports the view that, between 1986 and 2012, 
there is a relationship between crude oil prices in the international market (measured by 
the price of West Texas Intermediate, or WTI), Indian rupee / US dollar exchange rate 
and the Indian stock market index.
El-Sherif et al. (2005) are among the few authors investigating the relationship between 
the price of crude oil and equity value. The paper is focused on the oil and gas sector 
and used data of the largest oil producer in the European Union. The evidence indicates 
that the relationship is always positive, often highly significant and reflects the direct 
impact of volatility in the price of crude oil on share values within this sector.
Also Sadorsky (2001) sheds light on the fact that crude oil has large and significant 
impacts on stock price returns. In particular, an increase in the market or oil price factor 
increases the return to Canadian oil and gas stock prices while an increase in exchange 
rates or the term premium decreases the return to Canadian oil and gas stock prices. 
Furthermore, the oil and gas sector is less risky than the market and its movements are 
pro-cyclical. The author then suggested that Canadian oil and gas stocks may not be a 
good hedge against inflation.

1.2. Effects on company performance in the airline industry 
The focus of this paper is the airline sector and the impact of jet fuel price dynamics 
on organizations’ returns. We investigate this sector because airline companies are sig-
nificantly exposed to oil price movements (jet fuel in particular). In this industry the 
variations of fuel prices significantly affect companies’ profits (Avenali et al. 2015), 
but these correlations have been only partially investigated so far. The study proposed 
by Elyasiani et al. (2011) highlights that in those sectors that are oil-users – like air 
transportation – price dynamics have a great impact on the sector returns. Hileman 
and Stratton (2014) investigated the feasibility of alternative energy sources in the air 
transportation industry. 
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Fuel prices and stock market factors affect industries’ returns differently, for various 
reasons. In the airline industry there are some characteristics that indicate how fuel price 
dynamics can affect returns (Table 2). 
The first characteristic is the percentage of expenditures allocated to the commodity 
(Cigolini, Rossi 2010), which is essentially fuel in the airline market, and accounts for 
a significant percentage of spend.

Table 2. Airlines’ characteristics and effects of fuel price dynamics

Airlines’ characteristics Studies in the literature Studies on the effects of fuel price 
dynamics on companies’ outcome

High percentage of expenditures 
allocated to jet fuel

Cigolini and Rossi (2009); 
Marshall et al. (2015)

Not yet investigated. 

The size of the organizations  
(low-cost and regular companies)

Hendricks et al. (2009) Lu et al. (2012). The present study 
aims at filling this gap.

Use of hedging techniques Rittenber and Martens 
(2012); Hendricks and 
Singhal (2003); Carter 
et al. (2006); Faff and 
Brailsford (1999)

Turner and Lim (2015) investigated 
the most effective hedging 
techniques, and Lim and Hong 
(2014) examined the role of fuel 
hedging in reducing airlines’ 
operating costs. Treanor et al. 
(2014) investigate the effects of 
both financial and operational 
hedging on jet fuel exposure in  
the U.S. airline industry.

The ability to transfer the 
commodity price risk to the final 
product price paid by customers

Granados et al. (2011) Low-cost and regular companies 
may adopt different strategies than 
transferring costs (Mulhall and 
Bryson 2014; Hoffer et al. 1996).

Production process management 
and energy strategies

Hirshleifera et al. (2012) Alam et al. (1998); show evidence 
that the choice about energy 
can impact the stock market 
performance. Tavassoli et al. 
(2014) and Lee et al. (2015) 
propose two models, which 
describe productivity and efficieny 
of airlines.

The second characteristic is the size of the organization and the marginal value of its 
products (Hendricks et al. 2009). In our study we focus on both large and medium 
companies, divided in two groups: low-cost and regular companies. The aim of the 
paper is to identify potential differences among these groups. The size and type of an 
organization may impact on its risk appetite and hedging strategies (Hendricks, Singhal 
2003), that are likely to matter when it comes to dealing with fuel prices. In the airline 
sector, only Lu et al. (2012) indicate that, in general, the low-cost airlines, on average, 
are more efficient carriers than the full-service ones, but less efficient marketers.
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Several authors (Faff, Brailsford 1999; Naumann, Suhl 2013; Turner, Lim 2015) find 
that organizations can protect themselves against adverse movements in oil pricing 
through hedging using derivative instruments. Thus, a third characteristic is the ca-
pability to invest in hedging strategies when – for example – fuel prices are high and 
organizations’ operating cash flows are low (Carter et al. 2006). More recently, Treanor 
et al. (2014) investigate the effects of both financial and operational hedging on jet fuel 
exposure in the U.S. airline industry. Specifically, they analyze two operational hedging 
strategies: the extent to which airlines operate different aircraft types and the degree to 
which airlines operate fuel-efficient fleets.
A fourth characteristic is the ability to transfer the commodity price risk to the final 
product price paid by customers (Gal-Or 2011). Final product prices were considered 
able to absorb the volatility of jet fuel, but the new competitive environment, due in 
particular to Internet technologies, has enhanced the ability of consumers to compare of-
fer prices across suppliers, threatening the transferability of these costs (Granados et al. 
2011). Related to this, low-cost and regular companies may adopt different strategies 
than transferring costs (Mulhall, Bryson 2014; Hoffer et al. 1996). 
Finally, it is worth noticing that a fifth characteristic could play a role in the way fuel 
price dynamics can affect returns. The literature largely supports the idea that technical 
investments in efficiency have an impact on stock market returns. Analyzing eleven US 
airlines from 1970–1990, Alam and Sickles (1998) show evidence that the choices about 
energy (aircraft fuel), being part of the technical efficiency news that an organization 
can deliver to the market, can impact the stock market performance, therefore leading 
to excess returns.
Tavassoli et al. (2014) propose a model, which deals with shared inputs and non-stor-
able feature of transportation service, measuring technical efficiency and service effec-
tiveness. Lee et al. (2015) also describe the joint production of desirable and undesirable 
output production of airlines.

1.3. The aim of the research 
The scope of the paper is to investigate whether there is a correlation between airline 
company values and jet fuel price dynamics. In particular, we focus on the differences 
among low-cost companies and regular companies based in USA, expanding other 
above-mentioned studies conducted in UK and Canada. We also aim at identifying 
some managerial implications and practical directions about how oil price movements 
can affect companies with different procurement strategies and risk capacity. Therefore, 
the scope of the research is to validate the following hypotheses:
HP1: we expect that there is a negative correlation between airline company values 

(stock price returns) and jet fuel price dynamics; and
HP2: we expect that the correlation between airline company values (stock price re-

turns) and jet fuel price dynamics is larger for regular companies. 
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2. Data

2.1. Dataset
We collected the time series of daily stock returns on all the airline companies listed in 
the US market. We selected US companies because they are the major players world-
wide, and also because the low-cost sector is established in this area since many years1. 
Eight companies are currently traded in the US stock market: Alaska Airlines (NYSE: 
ALK), Allegiant Air (NASDAQ: ALGT), American Airlines (NASDAQ: AAL), Delta 
Airlines (NYSE: DAL), Hawaiian Airlines (NASDAQ: HA), Jetblue Airways (NAS-
DAQ: JBLU), Southwest Airlines (NYSE: LUV) and United Airlines (NYSE: UAL). 
Three of them (Allegiant Air, Jetblue Airways, and Southwest Airlines) are low-cost 
companies. In our empirical analysis we then aggregate the companies in two groups: 
low-cost and regular (i.e., non low-cost). It should be noted that the two groups are 
unbalanced, as the low-cost one is made of three companies while the regular one is 
made of five companies.
Moreover, we collected data on jet fuel daily price changes (Energy Information Ad-
ministration 2015) and on three financial indicators (Freelunch 2015): the US stock 
market returns (S&P500 index), and the yields on 3-month T-bills and 10-year T-bonds.
We also retrieved from MIT Airline Data Project (2015) annual business data specific 
to the balance sheet of each company. The purpose is to control for the size of the 
companies. In addition to the distinction between low-cost and regular companies we 
consider: total costs, the ratio between fuel costs and total costs, the Revenue Passenger 
per Mile (RPM) and the Available Seat Miles (ASM).
The sample period starts when all the eight companies are present in the stock market 
(i.e., at the beginning of 2008) and covers daily the years 2008–2014. However, dur-
ing this period three important mergers have been made. To remove potential spurious 
effects due to these actions and their preparation, we exclude from the sample the 
years 2008–2009 for Delta Airlines (merged with Northwest Airlines), 2011–2014 for 
United Airlines (merged with Continental Airlines) and 2013–2014 for American Air-
lines (merged with US Airways). A robustness check available upon request, performed 
using the whole sample period for all the companies, supports and actually reinforces 
our benchmark results2.

1 The first low-cost carrier in the world was called Pacific Southwest Airlines. It was established in 
1949 with headquarters in San Diego.

2 We also tried to develop the analysis in Section 3 with a different data structure: rather than working 
with a panel dataset, we worked with a time series dataset. This dataset was constructed by taking 
the sample average of each variable, conditional on time and the group (low-cost or regular). This 
way the unit of analysis is the group of low-cost / regular companies rather than each of the eight 
companies. The advantage of such analysis is to have a long sequence of data without gaps; the 
disadvantage is to reduce the number of observations to a larger extent. This notwithstanding, the 
results are essentially the same as in Section 3. The output is available upon request.

http://www.eia.gov
http://www.economy.com/freelunch
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2.2. Summary statistics
Figure 2 plots the time series of returns for the airline companies (low-cost and regular) 
as well as for jet fuel and the S&P500 index. The series of low-cost and regular com-
panies are highly correlated with each other (the correlation is 0.84); they also exhibit 
highly positive correlation with S&P500 returns (the correlation is 0.38 for low-cost 
companies returns and 0.46 for regular companies) and moderately negative correla-
tion with jet fuel returns (the correlation is –0.14 for low-cost companies and –0.17 for 
regular companies).

Table 3 shows the average value of the variables used in the analysis, that we divide 
in “common” market variables and “specific” company variables. In line with both 
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2, it is interesting to note that the correlation between 
daily returns on stock prices and jet fuel prices is always negative and larger for regular 
companies. Low-cost companies are then less heavily affected by movements in jet fuel 
prices, possibly because the way they stock-pile is more efficient and depends less on 
current jet fuel price. In fact low-cost carriers typically face higher operating costs be-
cause changes in fuel costs disproportionately impact narrow-body, short-haul flying; it 
is then fundamental for them to implement strategies meant to limit fuel price variations.
One possible concern with this evidence is that the regular group includes companies 
that are far larger than the low-cost companies. In fact, these companies on average face 
larger total costs, RPM and ASM and have a smaller fuel/costs ratio (because costs are 
larger). For this reason the last column of Table 3 provides statistics for this same group 
but excluding the three largest companies, i.e., American Airlines, Delta Airlines, and 
United Airlines; to be included are thus Alaska Airlines and Hawaiian Airlines only. 
This new group is actually made of companies smaller than low-cost companies: in fact 
costs, RPM and ASM are lower in Column (3) than in Column (1). This notwithstand-
ing, the correlation between stock and jet fuel price is still quantitatively larger than for 
low-cost companies.

Fig. 2. Return series

Airline (low-cost)

Jet fuel

Airline (regular)

S&P500

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

–2

–1

0

1

2
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Table 3. Summary statistics

(1) (2) (3)

Sample: Low–cost Regular Regular, small

Common
Jet fuel return –0.044 –0.037 –0.044
S&P 500 return 0.022 0.030 0.022
3-month yield 0.276 0.223 0.276
10-year yield 2.811 2.746 2.811

Specific
Stock return 0.110 0.144 0.145
Ln(total costs) 14.427 15.205 14.088
Fuel/total costs 0.596 0.536 0.497
Ln(RPM) 3.134 3.822 2.655
Ln(ASM) 3.328 4.011 2.843

Corr. Stock /Jet fuel
–0.010 –0.021 –0.018

Observations 5,205 7,177 3,470

Note. All “specific” variables, apart from stock return, are statistically different between the low-cost 
and regular groups according t a t-test.

3. Econometric analysis

3.1. Model
We run fixed-effect panel regressions where the dependent variable, the daily airline 
stock return, is regressed over three sets of explanatory variables: financial variables, 
namely the same-day S&P500 market return, jet fuel price change, 3-month and 10-year 
bond yields; company-specific variables, namely the previous-year (as reported in the 
balance sheets) total costs, the fuel cost/total cost ratio, the (log of) RPM and ASM; and 
time variables, as measured with month dummies. The equation can be summarized as 
follows, where i denotes the airline company and t the time:

 .= α + β + γ + δ + εit i it it it ity F C T

In the e quation, the dependent variable y measures the stock return, F, C and T are 
(respectively the financial, company-specific and time explanatory variables, a indicates 
the fixed company effects, b, gand d are coefficients to be estimated and e is the error 
term. To account for potential heteroscedasticity, cross-sectional and serial correlation, 
we consider Driscoll-Kraay standard errors (for details see Driscoll, Kraay 1998). For 
serial correlation we consider a lag of five days (i.e., one week of trading activity); 
results do not vary if we take a different number of lags.
To test our research hypotheses (see Sub-section 1.3), we are interested in the estimate 
of the b coefficients on the financial variables, and especially on the sign and size of the 
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coefficients on S&P500 and jet fuel returns. Specifically, we expect: i) the coefficients 
on S&P500 returns to be above zero, to indicate positive correlation with airline stock 
returns; ii) the coefficients on jet fuel returns to be below zero, to indicate negative cor-
relation with airline stock returns, to support HP1; iii) the coefficient on jet fuel returns 
for low-cost companies to be significantly closer to zero than regular companies, to 
indicate that stock returns are less influenced by jet fuel returns for low-cost companies 
than for regular companies, to support HP2.3 The remaining explanatory variables are 
added as controls.
Regarding the company-specific variables, total costs are included to control for the 
size of the company, while the fuel/total costs ratio is added to consider the potential 
exposure of the company to fuel price changes. The last two company-specific indica-
tors (RPM and ASM) are respectively standard measures of profitability and size in the 
airline market. The month dummies are expected to capture any existing seasonality, 
while the year effect is captured by the company-specific variables that are fixed within 
a year. These two sets of variables also help to control for the declining demand in the 
airline sector following the global recession.
The fixed-effect model provides consistent estimates of the coefficients provided that 
there is no correlation between the explanatory variables and the error term. This as-
sumption can be violated when one or more explanatory variables are omitted from the 
regression equation; if such variables correlate with the explanatory variables included 
in the equation, the fixed-effect estimator is inconsistent. However, a fixed-effect model 
is more robust than alternative models for panel data because its estimates are still 
consistent when the omitted variables are time-invariant (for instance, in our context 
they could be variables on the specific management style of the companies). The reason 
is that the contribution of the omitted variables to the dependent variable is implicitly 
incorporated in the fixed effects.

3.2. Results
The analysis is performed separately for three groups of airline companies: low-cost 
(Allegiant Air, Jetblue Airways, and Southwest Airlines), regular (Alaska Airlines, 
American Airlines, Delta Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines, and United Airlines) and regular 
without the largest three companies (i.e., just Alaska Airlines and Hawaiian Airlines). 
We consider this third group to run a robustness check on the possibility that our results 
are otherwise biased by the larger size of American Airlines, Delta Airlines, and United 
Airlines.
Table 4 reports our benchmark estimates. The analysis suggests that, among the key 
dimensions, the airline company price return correlates only with the jet fuel return and 
the stock market return. Specifically, company returns grow between 1.1 and 1.5% when 
the S&P500 index rises by 1% (thus more than proportionally) and fall between 0.2 

3 We also tried to add to the specification a quadratic term on jet fuel returns. Its coefficient is never 
significant, suggesting that the relation between company stock returns and jet fuel returns, if any, is 
linear.
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and 0.3% when jet fuel prices rise by 1% (thus less than proportionally). Hence airline 
company prices are more highly correlated with the S&P500 index than with jet fuel 
prices. These results confirm HP1 and HP2.
It is interesting to note that regular companies show higher correlations in both cases: 
the marginal effect of a 1% rise in the S&P500 index is 1.500 for regular companies 
as opposed to 1.135 for low-cost companies, while the marginal effect of a 1% rise 
in jet fuel prices is –0.287 for regular companies as opposed to –0.193 for low-cost 
companies. In both cases, the difference is significant according to an F-test (60.75 
with p-value <0.01 for S&P500; 8.41 with p-value equal to 0.02 for jet fuel returns).  

Table 4. Panel regression analysis

(1) (2) (3)

Sample Low-cost Regular Regular, small

Jet fuel return –0.193**
(0.028)

–0.270***
(0.043)

–0.228***
(0.041)

S&P500 return 1.135***
(0.049)

1.500***
(0.067)

1.288**
(0.063)

3-month yield 0.122
(0.144)

0.106
(0.175)

0.148
(0.133)

10-year yield –0.001
(0.080)

0.081
(0.114)

0.007
(0.115)

Ln(total costs) 0.142
(0.297)

0.182
(0.725)

–0.934
(1.217)

Fuel/total costs 0.173
(0.639)

–0.180
(1.068)

0.786
(1.733)

Ln(RPM) –0.763
(1.526)

–0.418
(1.357)

–0.961
(1.569)

Ln(ASM) 0.768
(1.430)

0.430
(1.570)

2.209
(2.106)

Constant –2.322
(3.554)

–2.854
(7.808)

8.846
(13.663)

Month dummies YES YES YES

Fixed company effects YES YES YES

F-test for month dummies [0.644] [0.576] [0.721]

F-test for fixed effects [0.776] [0.940] [0.313]

F-test for autocorrelation [0.697] [0.777] [0.532]

Observations 5,205 7,177 3,470

Within-group R-squared 0.280 0.264 0.289

Note. Low-cost companies: Allegiant Air, Jetblue Airways, Southwest Airlines; Regular companies: 
Alaska Airlines, American Airlines, Delta Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines, United Airlines; Regular, small 
companies: Alaska Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines. Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in round parentheses; 
p-values in squared parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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No other coefficient of the regression is significantly different in the two groups of 
companies at usual significance levels (F-tests available upon request). All the above 
results are confirmed if we compare low-cost companies with small regular companies 
rather than all the regular companies (i.e., if we compare Column (1) with Column (3) 
rather than Column (2)).
The fit of the model is relatively high (the within-group R-squared statistic is between 
0.26 and 0.29); F-tests accept the hypothesis of no significance of the coefficients on the 
month dummies and the fixed company effects. In the first case, this means that airline 
stock returns exhibit no further seasonality in addition to the one already captured by 
the correlation with jet fuel and market returns; in the second case, it means that airline 
stock returns are not systematically different across companies. The outcome of this test 
also indicates that it is not necessary to use a fixed-effect model and we could instead 
use an OLS estimator pooling the data as if they were cross-sectional. However, we 
chose to report fixed-effect estimates to be conservative since, as mentioned in Sub-
section 3.1, only this model is consistent when time-invariant explanatory variables are 
omitted from the specification.
A final test, reported in the bottom part of Table 4, checks for the presence of autocor-
relation in the residuals of the fixed-effect model. The test, developed by Wooldridge 
(2002), concludes that there is no remaining autocorrelation in the residuals; our fixed-
effect model is then appropriate and needs no further correction.

4. Managerial Implications

Our interpretation is that the correlation for regular company prices is higher with the 
stock market as these companies are more actively traded, and is higher with jet fuel 
prices as they may implement strategies less adequate to hedge against fuel price volatil-
ity. The distance between low-cost and regular companies shrinks, but does not change 
sign, when we focus on the restricted set of the smaller regular companies.
Therefore, a practical implication for procurement managers and financial managers of 
low-cost companies is that investing on strategy of efficiency, such as the use of jet fuel 
on aircrafts and the reduction of the stock units, allows them to be less heavily affected 
by movements in jet fuel prices. Efficiency represents for these companies a prevention 
strategy against the financial risk related to fuel price movements. Conversely, regular 
companies are more exposed to jet fuel price variations, due to the larger use of fuel 
volumes and stocks. As a consequence, managers of regular companies should invest 
more on risk mitigation strategies – in order to reduce the financial consequences of the 
risks related to the fuel price variations. 

Conclusions

In this paper we analyze the relationship between fuel price dynamics, financial vari-
ables and company-specific variables in the airline sector. In particular, our contribution 
is on the comparison between regular and low-cost companies. Our analysis, based on 
regressions of daily returns of airline companies traded in the US market between 2008 
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and 2014, suggests that company price returns correlate only with variations in the 
general stock market index and jet fuel prices. In particular, the correlation of price re-
turns is strongly positive with the general stock market index, and weakly negative with 
jet fuel prices. Interestingly, both correlations are smaller on low-cost companies than 
on regular companies. The results are obtained after controlling for company-specific 
characteristics as well as time effects. The findings hold true also after restricting the 
comparison between companies of similar size.
Our results indicate that – across different organization variables – the size does not 
influence the above-mentioned correlation. While for all the companies jet fuel accounts 
for a high fraction of total spend, the different management strategies adopted by low-
cost and regular companies – such as procurement strategy and efficiency – seem to 
influence the exposure to jet fuel price variations.
However, a note of caution is necessary before commenting on our findings. We ran a 
relatively simple analysis on the correlation between returns to the stock price of air-
line companies and jet fuel price. We may be missing from the specification important 
unobserved time-varying explanatory variables that could bias our results. Moreover, 
although we tried to be careful on this issue, the period we consider experienced several 
mergers that could have influenced the prices of the involved airlines.
Keeping in mind the above-mentioned limitations, we speculate that the risk manage-
ment strategies adopted by airlines companies can smooth the effects of jet fuel price 
variations, with a direct impact on the companies’ returns. When effective risk mitiga-
tion strategies are adopted, the residual effect of oil price volatility on revenues may 
be unimportant. Airline companies typically invest intensively in different risk mitiga-
tion strategies – such as hedging, passing price increase to customers or contractual 
agreements. As a future research direction we aim at extending our analysis to the risk 
mitigation strategies adopted by the companies.
Finally, strategic decisions about if and how to transfer fuel price increases to custom-
ers – for example through flight ticket price variations – may influence the correlation 
between jet fuel price dynamics and companies’ revenues. A second future research 
direction may be the analysis of the pricing strategies adopted by the companies towards 
passengers. 
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